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With keen insight into teenage life, Ellen Wittlinger delivers a story of adolescence that is fierce and
funny -- and ultimately transforming -- even as it explores the pain of growing up.

Since his parents' divorce, John's mother hasn't touched him, her new fiancé wants them to move away, and
his father would rather be anywhere than at Friday night dinner with his son. It's no wonder John writes
articles like "Interview with the Stepfather" and "Memoirs from Hell." The only release he finds is in
homemade zines like the amazing Escape Velocity by Marisol, a self-proclaimed "Puerto Rican Cuban
Yankee Lesbian." Haning around the Boston Tower Records for the new issue of Escape Velocity, John
meets Marisol and a hard love is born.
    While at first their friendship is based on zines, dysfuntional families, and dreams of escape, soon both
John and Marisol begin to shed their protective shells. Unfortunately, John mistakes this growing intimacy
for love, and a disastrous date to his junior prom leaves that friendship in ruins. Desperately hoping to fix
things, John convinces Marisol to come with him to a zine conference on Cape Cod. On the sandy beaches
by the Bluefish Wharf Inn, John realizes just how hard love can be.
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From reader reviews:

Corey Gardner:

What do you about book? It is not important along? Or just adding material when you need something to
explain what yours problem? How about your extra time? Or are you busy man? If you don't have spare time
to do others business, it is make one feel bored faster. And you have time? What did you do? Everybody has
many questions above. The doctor has to answer that question simply because just their can do that will. It
said that about guide. Book is familiar on every person. Yes, it is appropriate. Because start from on pre-
school until university need this specific Hard Love to read.

Sandra Conaway:

In this era globalization it is important to someone to receive information. The information will make a
professional understand the condition of the world. The health of the world makes the information easier to
share. You can find a lot of sources to get information example: internet, classifieds, book, and soon. You
will see that now, a lot of publisher that print many kinds of book. Often the book that recommended for you
is Hard Love this reserve consist a lot of the information of the condition of this world now. This specific
book was represented just how can the world has grown up. The terminology styles that writer require to
explain it is easy to understand. The actual writer made some investigation when he makes this book.
Honestly, that is why this book suited all of you.

Bette Morgan:

You can get this Hard Love by look at the bookstore or Mall. Just viewing or reviewing it might to be your
solve challenge if you get difficulties on your knowledge. Kinds of this e-book are various. Not only by
simply written or printed but in addition can you enjoy this book by simply e-book. In the modern era
including now, you just looking because of your mobile phone and searching what their problem. Right now,
choose your current ways to get more information about your e-book. It is most important to arrange you to
ultimately make your knowledge are still upgrade. Let's try to choose appropriate ways for you.

Joyce Hazel:

Reserve is one of source of understanding. We can add our knowledge from it. Not only for students but
native or citizen want book to know the revise information of year for you to year. As we know those
textbooks have many advantages. Beside most of us add our knowledge, can also bring us to around the
world. By the book Hard Love we can have more advantage. Don't one to be creative people? Being creative
person must want to read a book. Just simply choose the best book that suited with your aim. Don't be doubt
to change your life at this time book Hard Love. You can more inviting than now.
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